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The Quail over the pine and hardwood forests of the Piedmont (central) section of North Carolina.

LEROSPORT INCORPORATED, DOWN at Holly
Springs Airport in North Carolina, currently sells plans
and kits combinations for two sweet and snappy single
place airplane that look like deserving prize winners
in the struggle to combine low cost flying, good perfor-
mance and easy construction. Put another way, the
Quail, a high winger, and the biwinged Scamp are VW
powered aircraft that were created to turn the sky into
a sports arena we could all enter with a minimum of
hassle and expense.

Both prototypes have accumulated about 600 trouble-
free hours under the gentle touch of 73 different pilots
(43 for the Scamp, 30 for the Quail). They've all come
down with highly positive responses to the performances
and landing qualities of both.

And both, by the way, have been fed nearly pure
diets of auto gas with nary a hint of a vapor lock.

I was in North Carolina recently and found that the
Scamp and Quail are top of the line in a company that

has a lot of options open for refining the fun in flying.

THE PRODUCTIVITY OF HARRIS L. WOODS
Aerosport was founded on the creative energy of

the late Harris Woods, known to all his friends as Woody,
who set himself up as Chairman of the Aerosport Board
in 1970. The Presidency of the Corporation went to part-
ner Mike Stockhill.

Woody's genius and incredible list of contributions
to sport flying merit a special niche in the archives
of EAA. He was an aviation gypsy who rarely left his
planes parked at any airport for more than a few years.
A self-taught engineer, he was always more eager to
start a new project than to sit around polishing up an
old one. Oh, he'd always get it finished and tested; he
just didn't want to clutter his mantlepiece. With an
unusual sense of balance, he'd delight in the challenge
of solving problems in sophisticated aircraft and search
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for new expressions of fun for those of us who look at
flying as a form of recreation.

Early in his life, Woody turned paper route money
into flying time, then went into the military to get his
hands on some free stick time, and signed himself up
for every engineering and flight course Uncle Sam was
willing to offer. As if that weren't enough, he laid a
few correspondence courses on top of the rest and be-
gan sketching gyrocopters on mess hall napkins. A
severe sinus problem (diagnosed a "back ailment" in
the service) terminated his days in uniform so he turn-
ed to an FBO, became and A&P, and accelerated his
quest for pilot's ratings. Then the pattern of a year here,
two there and a few more over there, developed. In the
process, Woody wandered from Piasecki Helicopters
to McDonnell to North America to Lockheed to Bell
Aerosystem (among others), and finally to Bensen Air-
craft in Raleigh, North Carolina. During his extra-
curricular hours in 1946 he ground out the first of seven
successful gyrocopters (that pre-dates Bensen, et. al.).
He eventually added two air cushion vehicles or hover-
craft which led him to the title of Project Engineer and
Technical Director of the Air Cushion Vehicle Group at
Bell. Most of Woody's work with the biggies in aircraft
production was in the area of controls for various fighters
and STOL aircraft. As he designed hunks and chunks
for production planes and military experimentals, he
occasionally made use of the expensive equipment on
the job to test various concepts for his homebuilts. So
it was quite natural that when his son, Bob, asked for
an airplane of his own, Woody first went after a Curtiss

(Aerosport, Inc, Photo)
The late Harris Woods in the prototype Scamp.

Junior with a tape measure, played some games with
the configurations of wing/fuselage/engine relation-
ships and subsequently put the ingredients of his de-
lightful Woody's Pusher through the wringer at Bell.
The list of lab results led to a machine that provided
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The Aerosport Quail.
(Photo by David Gustafson)
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(Aerosport Photo)
Latest version of the Rail — fitted with a single VW
rather than the two JLOs previously used. This variant
is still under development and plans are not presently
available.

(Photo by Charles A. Clark)
Aerosport's building and the three aircraft for which
plans and parts are available: the Scamp, Quail and
Woody's Pusher.

a real lift to Bob's line with the ladies at Niagara Falls
High School.

I mentioned in an article on the Pusher (see January
1977, SPORT AVIATION) that Woody designed eight
fixed wing aircraft on top of the gyros and ground
skimmers. Eva Woods, his wife for 32 years, has since
recalled several others. It boils down to the fact that
Harris L. Woods conceived and built:

1. An unnamed revision of a Stits Flut-R-Bug,
which featured Stits wings and Woody's fuselage
that had side by side seating.

2. The Woody's Pusher, a two-place, tandem, wood,
tube and rag machine. Plans are still available.

3. The Windy, a lightweight, one place, open cock-
pit pusher.

4. The Stag, a single-seater, enclosed, taildragging,
high performance biplane.

5. The Windy II, a forerunner to the Rail, with fold-
ing wings and single engine — it looked like a
praying mantis from the front.

6. The Rail, originally an all-aluminum, twin en-
gine, single seat, open cockpit built up around a
2" x 5" aluminum beam that runs the full length
of the plane. The two-cycle engines that Woody
firmly believed in subsequently sent off the mar-
ket. Naturally, the kits for the Rail also went off
the market. In time, the Rail was rebuilt to take

10.

a VW engine — a decision Woody was slow to
accept because of his own reservations and those
of other prominent designers. Ultimately, he
was persuaded and the Rail was flown for twenty
hours with the new mount before Woody died.
Rail plans are currently on the shelf, since Aero-
sport will not sell anything prior to fulfilling
their own concept of "complete" testing. The
Rail is sturdy, thrilling and havoc on hairdos.
It's easy to build, economical to run and hopefully
it'll be back on the market soon.
The Bantam is a real small, early version of the
Scamp with a tailwheel. It's so tiny, it looks
like a Teenie Biplane.
The Quail's an all metal monoplane we'll look
at more closely in a minute.
The Scamp's a frisky bipe with dimensions like
a Pitts, performance like a clipped wing Cub, and
easy landing qualities like a Tri-Pacer I'll be
describing it in greater detail next month.
The Condor was intended to be Woody's first
two-place, VW powered plane, and was modelled
on the Quail. On its first flight the right aileron
came off (the exact cause is still a mystery) and
Woody sustained fatal injuries in the resulting
crash. (An autopsy revealed he did not have a
third heart attack, as some suspected.) That was
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September 5, 1975. The drawings for the Condor
are complete and will eventually be examined,
reworked by an engineer and used for another
prototype — at least that'.s a future possibility
open to Aerosport. Because it embodies such
simplicity in construction as well as a power-
plant that's likely to be around for a while, the
Condor's worth pursuit.

11. The Brat made it to the drawing board as a low
wing Quail with a nice min-fighter look. Bob
Woods keeps an eye on the plans but readily
admits he has his hands full with current main-
tenance and kit activities.

Woody was never short on ideas. He was something
of a workaholic with the kind of passion for aviation
that the French dedicate to love. He had tremendous
energy, cleverness and a mind that treated design con-
cepts like a trampoline. I never met him, myself, but
the people who did leave little doubt that he's one of
the few who stepped out of the daily process of life
and into the rarefied stream of real progress. He more
or less made his own frontier and pioneered at it ag-
gressively.

Woody had been working with Igor Bensen for two
years when he broke in 1970 for a full time, unsalaried
commitment with Aerosport (Eva kept things floating
with real estate). One can only wonder why Bensen
failed to take the genius of Harris Woods into his own
line of aviation products. Woods remained on good terms
with Bensen, however, and the two later sat down with
Tom Purcell to hammer out the charter and initial cri-
teria for N AS AD.

In 1972, Mike Stockhill sold the President's Chair
at Aerosport to Woody's friend, Ed Trent. Ed spends
most of his time with Bensen but still shares the en-
thusiasm of Bob and Eva Woods for the visions Harris
put on paper luring the 59 years he was with us.

Understandably the company was slowed down and
numbed when Woody died. Any corporation's only as
strong as its leadership and Woody was clearly the
idea machine and energy fuel for Aerosport. But his
work was complete enough to let a small company grow
with what was left behind.

Woody's son, Bob, who admits he had to scramble
to keep up with his father, is carving out his own ident-
ity now as Chief Honcho. "Dad's contributions to the
company were also its problems," admits Bob. "He
wouldn't sit still long enough to let us market a per-
fected product. He'd wrap up a great design like the
Quail and fly it 'til he was satisfied it was proven and
then, bang!, he was back at the drafting table knock-
ing out something new." Bob's eager to give Aerosport

(Photo by Dave Gustafson;

Hunk 'n chunk patterns for the Quail and Scamp fittings.

(Photo by Dave Gustafson)
The one and only Bantam, a small, tailwheel version
of the Scamp. No plans available.
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(Photo by Dave Gustafson)
A Quail under construction.

the chance to grow on the strength of the Quail and
the Scamp. "People enjoy building them and love to
fly them. What else do you need?"

Bob's mother, Eva, handles the books for the com-
pany while Jim Link joins Bob in maintenance, gives
instruction at Holly Springs and does a most effective
job of quietly persuading you that your search for the
ultimate homebuilt is near an end when you get to the
Aerosport line.

Over in the kit corner of Aerosport, John Ricker
and Dick Fehlner, both A&P's, keep the drill presses
busy with the tremendous amount of pre-fab work that
goes into each Quail and Scamp kit. They pre-drill all
large holes, preform all wing ribs and all leading edges,
precut all fuselage and flying surface panels, machine
all the odd shaped fittings, mold the fiber-glass cowl-
ing, wheel pants and wing tips, weld gas tanks and
fittings, package the hardware, propeller and instru-
ments, and finally ship out everything (including tools
and plans) that's needed to complete a Quail or Scamp
— except the VW engine and paint. A couple of kit
recipients have told me the assembly procedure is en-
lightened considerably if you own a drill press.

A quick glance at the inventory of raw stock, the
pattern pieces and the finished components for a kit
would convince anyone that a tremendous amount of
time that might have gone into construction will wind
up instead in someone's log book as flying time. For
those who enjoy the building as much or more than
flying, there's the option of buying plans alone or par-
tial kits.



THE AEROSPORT QUAIL
You won't find an all metal high wing that's easier

to build. The Quail was pushed to the limits of simpli-
city in construction, with more than the required con-
cessions for strength and looks that never fail to catch
the eye. There are no compound curves in the Quail
and 90 per cent of the riveting is done with a pop rivet
gun. As mentioned above, Aerosport pre-cuts and pre-
forms all the major stuff, so most of the homebuilder's
work is piecing a jigsaw puzzle together where all the
pieces are labeled and a master plan shows their loca-
tion.

The cantilever wing has plenty of beef to meet the
3.8 positive g's requirement, and at the same time eli-

Apparently, the biggest fear people have on their first
final, according to Jim Link, who's checked out a num-
ber of pilots, is that they'll lose the seat of their pants
on touch down. A picture shows why, but it's even easier
to understand if you climb in. I did, and I couldn't help
smiling in reaction to the sports car view I had of the
runway. It's a bit like a Triumph with wings. I was more
surprised, however, to find that the cockpit area, which
looks small from the outside was quite roomy. No trouble
bending my 6'5" body into a comfortable posture, al-
though another inch of clearance between my knees
and the instrument panel would be an asset.

There are 42 Quails presently being built from the
Aerosport kits. Six planes have been signed off and
several others are close to it.
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FIGURE 1 — Aerosport Quail Fuel System

minates fiddling with strut weldments and fittings.
The "clean" wing naturally improves cruise speed. In
fact, that wing is so clean, it doesn't even have a pitot,
tube. If you look closely, you'll see the tube's mounted
on top of the vertical fin — out of the eye level of chil-
dren and bent over pilots who need to cross under the
wing. It's one of the visible design considerations that
impressed me with Woody's obvious concern for safety.

Power for the Quail prototype is more than ade-
quately provided with a stock 1600 VW engine — the
size least likely to become an upkeep headache. It con-
sumes a miserly 3 gallons of Shell no lead auto gas an
hour.

The wing is low enough to provide good ground ef-
fect and the fuselage is narrow enough with the kind
of coupling that allows the Quail a quick hop, skip and
jump into the air. Once aloft, the speed builds rapidly
and the rate of climb comes up to 1200 fpm. Beyond
the pattern, the Quail levels off and trues out between
110 and 115 mph.

The controls balance out in level flight. For atti-
tude changes, they're light and responsive, and, be-
cause of the size of the plane, one can easily effect turns
with rudder alone. Whatever the cause, change comes
fast with very little movement of the controls.

The Quail's certainly a light aircraft, with an empty
weight of 534 pounds, which makes it responsive to
rough air, but by no means difficult to control. When
discussing landings, the thirty pilots who have had the
good fortune to take the Quail out to look for some-
thing new ineyitably wind up talking Tri-Pacers and
Cessna ISO's. To the observer on the ground, it's not
a floater on final. With full flaps and a bit of power to
the flare, the Quail shows little reluctance to settle.

THE QUAIL'S FUEL SYSTEM
Two Quails have been force landed because of en-

gine stoppage due to fuel starvation. In each case the
pilots survived, though they sustained injuries and the
planes were damaged — reportedly they're both being
rebuilt. The problem, which is not unique to the Quail
(I've heard of at least one Sonerai that's gone down
for the same reason), relates to the method of venting a
triple tank fuel system. Two tanks are installed out in
the wings and a third, meter tank, is secured in the
root bay of the left wing. In one instance, this central
tank was vented forward and the resulting ram air
blew the fuel out the outboard tank. The plans call for
an airtight gas cap on the meter tank. A low line pro-
vides fuel flow to the center while a high line vents
the middle tank through the outboard tanks. See Figure
1.

In essence you wind up with one large, baffled tank.
Those who carefully interpret and follow the plans

in the prescribed method will have no problems with
fuel flow. (Those already constructing Quails from kits
have been advised by Aerosport and Sport Aviation of
the potential problem.)

SUMMARY
The Quail embodies all the good things in conser-

vation sport flying: safe, simple construction that can
get a pilot out to the field in a relatively short period
of time; easy handling on the ground, in the air and
in the transitions. The Quail offers good speed; low
cost in maintenance; and, if the builder desires it, no
search time at all for the ingredients to put one together.

It would be a lot of fun to own one.
Coming soon . . . the Scamp.
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